SPAIN | MALAGA - RONDA

Hotel Fuente de la Higuera
A ROMANTIC AND BEAUTIFUL PLACE IN
THE ANDALUCIAN COUNTRYSIDE

I

magine a lazy holiday in a rural boutique hotel with all the comforts of home
and luxuries abound....then you are imagining the Hotel la Fuente de la Higuera.
This small family run jewel of a hotel is a converted olive oil mill nestling in the
beautiful Andalucian countryside near historic Ronda.

Wake to unbeatable

sweeping views of the surrounding olive groves and rolling hills of Serrania de Ronda
and its unspoilt natural parks. Rooms at Hotel la Fuente de la Higuera are individually
designed with decor from around the world and an intriguing collection of art. Bathrooms are sumptuous with top of the range porcelain, roll top baths and copper baths in
suites. Relax in a suite with the romance of an open fire and your own private garden or
terrace with hammock. For amazing views unwind in the rooftop hot-tub on the terrace
of the double suite. Wi-fi and tea / coffee facilities are available in all rooms. Evenings
here are all about fine dining and informal elegance: beautifully presented candlelit
dinners using the freshest ingredients. Seasonal vegetables, fruit and herbs brought
straight from the hotels organic gardens, together with the extra virgin olive oil from
their own olive groves. Lunch is a relaxed affair on the terrace with the best in Andalucian home cooking. Sample tapas paellas and light snacks, all prepared to order. Menus
can be accompanied by award winning wines from local bodegas. For aperitif the small
library offers an impressively stocked honesty bar. After a satisfying lunch take the
Spanish tradition of siesta - by the pool or lounges on the lawn, because you deserve it.
The hotel is the perfect base to discover Andalusia. In seven days you can visit the cities
of Sevilla, Granada, Córdoba, Málaga and Jerez that are all within two hours drive of
Ronda. A 10-day stay will be perfect to combine your trips with days of relaxation
inbetween.

Hotel Fuente de la Higuera,
www.hotellafuente.com
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